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/15Unravel different QCD scales with jet substructure 1

Short 9me scale
High energy scale

Long 9me scale
Low energy scale

from weak to 
strong coupled 

limit

‣ Jet forma9on encodes rich QCD dynamics
❖ Original spliCng
❖ Confinement/hadroniza9on

Nonperturba9ve (NP)Perturba9ve

What can we learn about 
perturba9ve interac9ons 

between q/g?

What can we learn about 
hadroniza9on?

What is the role of color 
charge and mass?

How does the medium 
modifies the jet evolu9on?
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‣ 2 point energy correlator results in pp at 5 TeV

Outline 2
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‣ Outlook of the ongoing heavy-flavor studies

‣ 2 and 3 point energy correlator results in pp at 13 TeV
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A new jet substructure observable: 2 point energy correlators 3

dσEEC

dRL
= ∑

i,j
∫ dσ(R′ L )

pT, i pT, j

p2
T, jet

δ(R′ L − RL,ij)
Energy weight

pT, 3pT, 4
pT, jet2

pT, 1pT, 2

pT, jet2

RL, 12

σEEC

RL, 34‣ Well-defined probe

❖ So[ contribu9on (MPI, UE) power suppressed by energy weight: no need for grooming when 
comparing to pQCD calcula9on

❖ IRC safe + pQCD calcula9on available: K. Lee, B. Mecaj, I. Moult (arXiv:2205.03414)

RL = Δφ2
ij + Δη2

ij

Count number of 
weighted pairs as 

func9on of RL

Proposed in jets: PRL 
130. 051901 (2023)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.03414
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.051901
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.051901
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.051901
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A new jet substructure observable: 2 point energy correlators 3

dσEEC

dRL
= ∑

i,j
∫ dσ(R′ L )

pT, i pT, j

p2
T, jet

δ(R′ L − RL,ij)
Energy weight

pT, 3pT, 4
pT, jet2

pT, 1pT, 2

pT, jet2

RL, 12

σEEC

RL, 34‣ Well-defined probe

❖ So[ contribu9on (MPI, UE) power suppressed by energy weight: no need for grooming when 
comparing to pQCD calcula9on

‣ Probing fixed scale with fixed RL

❖ Large ➜ small angle: perturba9ve ➜ NP scales
❖ When the virtuality approaches 𝓞(ΛQCD), EEC 

undergo transi9on into confinement region 

RL = Δφ2
ij + Δη2

ij

Count number of 
weighted pairs as 

func9on of RL

virtuality ∼ pTRL

τ ≃ 1/(pTR2
L)

Transition RL ∼ 𝒪(ΛQCD)/pT,jet

Proposed in jets: PRL 
130. 051901 (2023)

❖ IRC safe + pQCD calcula9on available: K. Lee, B. Mecaj, I. Moult (arXiv:2205.03414)

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.051901
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.051901
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.130.051901
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.03414


/15Analysis results 4

dσEEC

dRL
= ∑

i,j
∫ dσ(R′ L )

pT, i pT, j

p2
T, jet

δ(R′ L − RL,ij)
Energy weight

RL = Δφ2
ij + Δη2

ij

‣ Detector effects corrected bin-by-bin
❖ Data well described by MC simula9on

❖ Correc9on factor is small 

‣ Measurement carried out for R = 0.4 
charged-par9cle jets with pT in [20, 80) 
GeV/c

❖ Total systema9cs < 4%

Transi9on posi9on shi[s to lower RL for higher 
jet pT range

Different scaling behavior observed in the 
perturba9ve (large RL) and NP region (small RL)

❖ Small migra9on along RL axis

Also measured by STAR and CMS
ALI-PREL-540213

https://wwuindico.uni-muenster.de/event/1409/contributions/2241/attachments/923/1891/Tamis_HardProbes_2023.pdf
https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/event/975/contributions/8285/attachments/4054/5447/boost2023_Chenfeng.pdf


/15Comparison with pQCD 5

Large angle
increasing 9me

Small angle

Free hadron scaling 
(hadronic degree of 

freedom)

pQCD scaling (partonic 
degree of freedom)

Confinement

dσ
dR2

L
= constant

→
dσ

dRL
∝ RL

decreasing energy scale



/15Comparison with pQCD 6
Higher jet pT 

NLL calcula9ons correspond to full (charged+neutral) jets and are normalized to data in 
perturba9ve region (arXiv:2205.03414)

Large angle: 
pQCD scaling

Devia9on from 
pQCD near 

transi9on region: 
increasing NP 

effects

Free hadron 
scaling

pQCD scaling

Small angle: free 
hadron scaling

From large to 
small angle

https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.03414


/15Universal transition behavior 7

virtuality ∼ pTRL

τ ≃ 1/(pTR2
L)

EEC distribu9ons in 
different jet pT bin have 

similar shape

Transi9on peak 
posi9on ~2.4 GeV

Scaling angle RL by 
jet pT and 

normalize y scale



/15Comparison with MC models 8

Herwig 
describes data 
slightly beper 

than PYTHIA in 
peak posi9on

‣ Different hadroniza9on mechanism in Pythia (string-breaking) and Herwig (clustering)
❖ Transi9on peak in Herwig at smaller angle w.r.t. Pythia ⇔!later hadroniza9on with clustering

Data has 
broader width 
than Herwig

Also looking into 
comparison with 

Sherpa and 
JETSCAPE
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Going beyond 2 point energy correlators: EEC to E3C

‣ Accessing higher order QCD dynamics: 1 ➜ 3 
spliCng

‣ More precision on the perturba9ve QCD studies

dσE3C

dRL
= ∑

i,j,k
∫ dσ(R′ L )

pT, i pT, j pT, k

p3
T, jet

δ(R′ L − RL,ijk)
Count number of 
weighted triplets 
as func9on of RL

pT, 4pT, 5pT, 6
pT, jet3

pT, 1pT, 2pT, 3

pT, jet3

RL, 123

σE3C

RL, 456

Energy weight

❖ Cancella9on of NP effects via E3C/EEC ra9o

arXiv: 2307.07510

RL = Δφ2
ij + Δη2

ij

Distance along the longest side

9
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EEC

EEC in 5 TeV and 13 TeV 10

Similar EEC distribu9ons at 5 
and 13 TeV

EEC

No significant beam energy dependence 
for the transi9on peak

EEC

Area normalized in the measured range Normalized by inclusive jets



/15EEC and E3C results at 13 TeV 11

Separa9on of NP and perturba9ve scaling 
behavior also in E3C

Different pQCD scaling behavior in E3C

EEC E3C

Area normalized in the measured range

Similar EEC distribu9ons at 5 
and 13 TeV



/15E3C/EEC ratio: isolate perturbative scaling behavior 12

‣ Slope decrease towards higher jet pT

❖ Higher jet pT ➜ higher Q ➜ smaller 𝜶s ➜ 
smaller slope

‣ Cancella9on of NP effects and systema9c 
uncertain9es

❖ Small RL: flat shape for free hadron region
❖ Large RL: slope sensi9ve to 𝜶s

High precision constraint on 𝜶s 
from jet substructure

Free hadron 
scaling region

Perturba9ve 
scaling region

Consistent with running of the coupling!

E3C/EEC ra9o ∝ αs(Q)InRL + 𝒪(α2
s )

Also reported by CMS in BOOST 2023

E3C/EEC

https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/event/975/contributions/8285/attachments/4054/5447/boost2023_Chenfeng.pdf
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E3C/EEC

E3C/EEC ratio: comparison with pQCD 13

Free hadron 
scaling region

Perturba9ve 
scaling region

Agreement with pQCD predic9on

E3C/EEC
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PYTHIA 8 Monash 2013
 = 13 TeVspp, 

 = 0.4R, Tkin charged jets, anti-

c < 30 GeV/ch. jet
T
p ≤15 
Charm-initiated jets

          Charm decay off
Light-initiated jets

Gluon-initiated jets

Probing color charge and mass dependence 14

Wider 
fragmenta9on 
for gluon jets 
due to color 

factor

Suppression of small angle radia9on due to dead-cone
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arXiv: 2210.09311
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Gluon jet Light-quark jet Heavy-quark jet
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‣ 2 point energy correlator results in pp at 5 TeV

Summary and outlook 15

‣ Outlook of the ongoing heavy flavor: probing mass effect and color 
charge dependence of jet dynamics

❖ A clear separa9on between perturba9ve region (pQCD scaling) and 
NP region (free hadron scaling)

❖ Hadroniza9on transi9on at pTRL ~ 2.4 GeV

‣ 2 point and 3 energy correlator results in pp at 13 TeV
❖ Precision study of pQCD via E3C/EEC ra9o, stringent constraint on 𝜶s

Poster by Beatrice Liang-
Gilman

‣ Baseline to study modifica9ons in p-Pb and Pb-Pb: study the 
medium modified parton shower and hadroniza9on in cold and hot 
nuclear medium

Poster by Anjali 
Nambrath

Poster by Ananya Rai

Talk by Nima Zardosh9 
(Wed 16:50)

Talk by Hannah Bossi 
(Tues 11:20)

Jet substructure in Pb-Pb

Heavy flavor jet 
substructure

EEC and E3C

EEC in pp and p-Pb

EEC in D0 tag jets

Stay tuned for more 
results from ALICE!



THANKS!



/15Theory comparison for E3C/EEC ratio Backup



/15Model comparison for pp results at 13 TeV Backup
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/15EEC in D0 tagged jets in pp at 13 TeV Backup

K

π
D0

‣ D0 reconstruc9on: D0 → π+K- (an9 D0 → π-K+)

❖ Par9cle ID on decay daughters: iden9fied π/K
❖ Decay topology cuts

‣ Replace πK candidate by D0 and perform jet finding

❖ πK candidate in pair pT 2 to 36GeV

❖ Require D0 candidate in an9-kT R = 0.4 charged jet

‣ D0 signal extrac9on via side band subtrac9on method

‣ Efficiency and feed-down correc9on for D0

❖ Non-prompt contribu9on es9mated through 
POWHEG + PYTHIA8 simula9ons

‣ Detector effect correc9on for EEC
Talk by Nima Zardosh9 

(Wed 16:50)

❖ Construct EEC in D0 tagged jets
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/15Probing QGP with energy correlators Backup
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João Barata, et al.

Onset of modifica9on sensi9ve to 
medium size
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https://wwuindico.uni-muenster.de/event/1409/contributions/2068/


/15Different hadronization in pp from JETSCAPE Backup

JETSCAPE 3.6 Preliminary

Figure from Chathuranga 
Kumara Sirimanna



/15Analysis details Backup

‣ Detector acceptance/efficiency/resolu9on 
mainly affect σEEC(RL) rather than RL

❖ Precise angular resolu9on leads to minimal 
migra9on along RL axis

❖ Dominant effects: jet pT resolu9on and pair 
inefficiency at small RL due to track merging

‣ Corrected with bin-by-bin correc9on method
❖ Correc9on factor extracted from GEANT 

simula9on and applied bin-by-bin on 
the measured raw distribu9ons for data

❖ Small migra9on along RL axis
❖ Poten9al bias with bin-by-bin correc9on addressed by the generator dependence and pT 

varia9on studies, which are included in systema9c uncertain9es

‣ Why bin by bin correc9on?

dσEEC

dRL
= ∑

i,j
∫ dσ(R′ L )

pT, i pT, j

p2
T, jet

δ(R′ L − RL,ij)
Energy weight

RL = Δφ2
ij + Δη2

ij

Phys. Le.. B 785 (2018) 320



/15Energy-energy correlator at e+e- collider Backup

Phys. Lep. B 276, 547–564

‣ IRC safe, energy weighted cross sec9on

❖ Has been predicted and measured in e+e- collider
❖ Used to constrain 𝜶s

Proposed in 1978: Phys. Rev. Lep. 41, 1585

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/037026939291681X?via=ihub
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.41.1585


/15Model comparison
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Pythia seems to show 
a slightly higher 
transi9on peak

Beper agreement 
between data and 

Herwig
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Slide from Berndt Mueller


